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Four choices are given for each of the following questions/incomplete statements.
Choose the correct answer among them and shade the correct option in the
OMR answer sheet given to you with a black/blue ball point pen. [40 × 1 = 40]

41) The children are playing, ________

The correct question tag to be used here is

A) are they? B) aren't they?

C) don't they? D) do they?

Ans: (B) aren't they?

42) Suman bought _________ umbrella and _______ flask.

The appropriate articles to be used here are

A) an, a B) a, an

C) the, the D) the, an

Ans: (A) an, a
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43) The word that collocates with 'glance' is

A) soon B) late

C) quick D) early

Ans: (C) quick

44) I 'm really grateful to you.

The language function of the above sentence is

A) ordering

B) suggesting

C) expressing gratitude

D) expressing agreement

Ans: (C) expressing gratitude

45) Suraj is the cleverest boy in the class.

The comparative form of the above sentence is

A) Suraj is more clever boy in the class.

B) Suraj is cleverer than any other boy in the class.

C) Suraj is the cleverer boy in the class.

D) No other boy is cleverer than Suraj in the class.

Ans: (B) Suraj is cleverer than any other boy in the class.

46) Jaya : Did you bring my drawing book?

Suma : If you had told me earlier, I __________ brought it.

The correct words to be used to complete the 'if' clause sentence are

A) would have B) should have

C) shouldn't have D) wouldn't have

Ans: (A) would have

{DBF 45}
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47) The word which has 'one' syllable is

A) clever B) moon

C) determine D) canteen

Ans: (B) moon

48) I know _________ he is trustworthy.

The correct linker to be used here is

A) since B) that

C) than D) so

Ans: (B) that

49) Always keep ______ your left on the road.

The correct preposition to be used is

A) for B) about

C) in D) to

Ans: (D) to

50) I am writing a novel.

The passive form of the above sentence is

A) A novel has been written by me.

B) A novel was written by me.

C) A novel is being written by me.

D) A novel is written by me.

Ans: (C) A novel is being written by me.

51) He was _______ in keeping the news secret.

The correct form of the word to be used here is

A) success

B) successful

C) succeeds

D) successfully

Ans: (B) successful
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52) We ________ new clothes during festivals.

The correct phrasal verb to be used here is

A) put out B) put away

C) put on D) put in

Ans: (C) put on

53) He goes to school at nine O'clock.

The appropriate question to get the underlined words as answer is

A) At what time does he go to school?

B) How does he go to school?

C) At what time did he go to school?

D) Where does he go?

Ans: (A) At what time does he go to school?

54) In a formal letter, 'Dear Sir/Madam' is called

A) Subject B) Salutation

C) Subscription D) Superscription

Ans: (B) Salutation

55) The soldier fought bravely.

The part of speech of the underlined word is a/an

A) Adjective B) Adverb

C) Pronoun D) Verb

Ans: (B) Adverb

56) The correct prefix to be used to form the opposite of 'Polite' is

A) in B) un

C) im D) dis

Ans: (C) im
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57) 'It seemed to be a much safer place, more compact and reassuring for

Swami.' The place was

A) under the bench in the office room

B) the office room with lights on

C) beside his granny in the passage

D) outside the office room

Ans: (A) under the bench in the office room

58) When Swami's classmates came to know about his brave deed, they

A) patted his back

B) looked at him with respect

C) garlanded him

D) made him their leader

Ans: (B) looked at him with respect

59) Having boarded the train, Roma was looking forward to

A) meet her friends to plan her weekend

B) have supper with her parents and brother

C) meet her fiance Vijay

D) talk and connect to customers

Ans: (B) have supper with her parents and brother

60) Impulsively, Baleshwar grabbed the train's red emergency chain and jumped
out of the slowing train. This shows

A) Baleshwar's carelessness

B) Baleshwar's concern and helping nature

C) his liking for adventures

D) his inability to think clearly

Ans: (B) Baleshwar's concern and helping nature

[P.T.O.
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61) Don Anselmo's old, green, faded coat reminded the narrator of

A) Chaplin B) Americans

C) Janitor D) Senator catron

Ans: (D) Senator catron

62) Don Anselmo said he did not sell the trees because

A) he felt insulted by the offer of more money

B) he had grown them in the memory of his ancestors

C) the trees belonged to the children of Rio en-medio

D) he wanted his surroundings to be green

Ans: (C) the trees belonged to the children of Rio en-medio

63) Jawaharlal Nehru described Dr. B.R. Ambedkar as

A) a voracious reader

B) a symbol of revolt

C) the modern Manu

D) the pilot of drafting committe

Ans: (B) a symbol of revolt

64) Baba Saheb Ambedkar came to be greatly influenced by the life and work of

A) Mahatma Phule B) Tamil poet Avvai

C) The Buddha D) Mahatma Gandhi

Ans: (A) Mahatma Phule

65) 'Suddenly a daring thought came to her'. What thought Smitha had?

A) To take Anant to the concert

B) To request Pandit Ravi Shankar to play for Anant

C) To go alone to the concert

D) To attend the concert with her father

Ans: (B) To request Pandit Ravi Shankar to play for Anant

{DBF 41}
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66) 'A walk in the park might make you feel better'. This suggestion was given

to Smitha by

A) her mother B) Anant

C) Aunt Sushila D) doctors

Ans: (C) Aunt Sushila

67) 'They did not voice their fears'. Here the word 'they' stands for

A) doctors B) friends

C) family members D) neighbours

Ans: (C) family members

68) Satish's father advised him that if he wanted to get on in life, he should

A) go out and mix with people

B) join a school for deaf and dumb children

C) bear the taunts of children

D) read a lot

Ans: (D) read a lot

69) They were crossing a rickety bridge over some rapids'. Here 'rickety bridge'
means

A) strong bridge B) weak bridge

C) hanging bridge D) crowded bridge

Ans: (B) weak bridge
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70) Satish had been irregular to school because

A) he did not have any friends

B) his teachers punished him often

C) he suffered frequently from bouts of fever and infections

D) he had no interest in studies

Ans: (C) he suffered frequently from bouts of fever and infections

71) 'Poor Granny! For her, it was like a brief season in hell' because

A) she could not get down from the tree

B) her children did not want her to climb trees

C) she was made to take bed rest for a week

D) everyone asked her to grow old gracefully

Ans: (C) she was made to take bed rest for a week

72) Grandma wanted a house for her

A) near the beach

B) on a tree top

C) near the park

D) in the mountains

Ans: (B) on a tree top

73) In the poem, 'Quality of mercy' the sceptre shows King's

A) mercy

B) prestige

C) temporal power

D) true power

Ans: (C) temporal power

{DBF 50}
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74) In the poem 'The Song of India', the conversation is between

A) the poet and the motherland

B) seers and prophets

C) beggars and lepers

D) pilgrims and the common man

Ans: (A) the poet and the motherland

75) In the poem ' The Song of India' the poet wants to sing about

A) the filth and the dirt

B) the millions that toil

C) rock - cut temples

D) iron men

Ans: (C) rock - cut temples

76) The Jazz player has been sent here to preach

A) the Black Gospel of Jazz

B) the sermon

C) the morals

D) the values

Ans: (A) the Black Gospel of Jazz

77) The Jazz player feels like a bird when

A) he stops playing the saxophone

B) he holds his alto saxophone

C) he stands with his eyes closed and head down

D) he starts playing the saxophone

Ans: (D) he starts playing the saxophone
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78) 'You talk of wondrous things you see,

______________________________

Select the next line from the given options to fill in the blank.

A) Which I must ne'er enjoy.

B) Or make it a day or night?

C) You say the sun shines bright;

D) When'ver I sleep or play;

Ans: (C) You say the sun shines bright;

79) The lesson, 'The Narayanapur Incident' illustrates

A) how children in a small town took part in the Quit India Movement

B) the British dominance over Indians

C) how the students marched even in rain

D) the violent protests of the people of Narayanapur

Ans: (A) how children in a small town took part in the Quit India Movement

80) The quality of Hanif which his seniors recounted was

A) his introvert nature

B) his nature of helping others

C) his bindas attitude

D) his interest in art

Ans: (B) his nature of helping others

{DBF 48}
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